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Where people and ideas meet

Book a demo:
smarttech.com/demo-for-business

Growing old doesn’t have
to mean growing apart.

Solutions for Elder Care 

Foster connection and improve cognition
for seniors. 

With easy-to-use tools and large-format screens,
everyone can easily interact with peers and even
play games to connect with their community and
sharpen skills. 



Energize, connect and enrich
experiences.

Solutions for senior resident home communities

Keep your residents
engaged and inspired.
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Contact SMART to 
see it in action at
smarttech.com/
demo-for-business

No menu necessary. Pens, erasers, and touch do exactly
what you would expect, making it easy for residents to
find confidence in expressing themselves.
Lean on us. Palm reject technology means seniors can
use a hand to support themselves on the board without
causing interference.
Uplevel the interaction. SMART displays with Tool
Explorer support fine motor skill work with even more
pens to choose from, plus stamps such as emojis for
well-being check-ins.
Easy access to games, encouraging residents to move
around.
Do it your way. SMART displays recognize more than just
fingers and pens, encouraging fun and movement as
residents interact in a way that works for them.

Create social connections. Improve memory and well-being.
SMART Board® interactive displays come packed with templates, activities, and
web apps that tap into residents' interests.

Activities for everyone. From templates for meal choice to word building to
math games, SMART solutions include activities that will engage all residents.
Web apps that connect. Access to apps such as Google Earth helps connect
residents to places and personal histories.

Tech that encourages active aging
Get residents up and moving to improve phy sical well-being.

Tool Explorer 
Open up a world of communication to every
resident. Easy-to-grip physical stamps are
even accessible to those with dexterity or
language limitations. 

Digital Manipulatives
Motivate your residents to get up and
moving with interactive objects to drag,
drop, rotate, or ink over. Encourage games,
artistic expression, and social interaction at
the board for your residents. 

Ad-free YouTube
SMART’s embedded YouTube player allows
residents to scan and search for videos by
touch right at the big panel. Videos do not
include confusing follow-on content so
viewers stay focused and engaged.

Meaningful interaction 
for everyone


